
Pumpkin double din car audio
- Huge 42 % off sale

The  Pumpkin  car  multimedia  system  features  an  innovative
design  with  highly  sensitive  full  touch  HD  capacitive
touchscreen  monitor,  a  user-friendly  interface  and  modern
functions designed for your comfort and entertainment during
rides. From listening to your favorite tunes or audio apps,
keeping your kids busy during long drives with a movie, taking
important calls, navigating to the place you want to go with
the intelligent voice assist function or even making sure your
parking is safe and fast, this double din Bluetooth car radio
receiver will instantly become your favorite gadget!

Need Support?
When it comes to our customer’s satisfaction, there’s no room
for compromise. If by some reason you’re not entirely pleased
with  your  purchase  or  you  have  any  confusion  about
installation or use, Our customer care department has got you
covered  !  (  Email:  autopumpkin@gmail.com  /
onlinestore@autopumpkin.com  ).
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Still Not Convinced? Here are some of the amazing
features of this product:

The  latest  Wince  6.0  system  with  800MHz  CPU,  the
performance has been improved to more stable and faster.
Digital  Screen  Resolution:  800*480,Supports  720P  RMVB
format video, Supports SD card/ USB drive up to 32GB.
Supports GPS Navigation, come with 16GB map SD card,
support  voice  guidance,dual-zone  function,  you  can
listen to music/radio while navigating.
Supports Original car steering wheel control, Support
Rear  Camera  for  safely  backing  your  car(camera  not
included), 7 colors button light, built-in radio tuner,
support DVD
Supports  Bluetooth  call/audio  play,  Sync  phonebook,
external  microphone  for  more  clear  Bluetooth  phone
calls.

The Ultimate Entertainment Unit for Your Everyday
Needs!

Drive Safer and Smarter with Build-in GPS navigation
Latest Phone Mirror-Link Technology
HD full Touch Screen & HD video playback
Bluetooth Connectivity- Great for Safety & Entertainment
Multi-color LED Backlight
Premium AM/FM Radio
Pre-Amp and Subwoofer Output

Now,  it  only  needs  $159.99,  which  is  offering  42%  off
discount.  Take  a  look  at  this  double  din  head  unit.
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Up to 63% off backup camera
Backup  camera  is  a  special  type  of  video  camera  that  is
produced specifically for the purpose of making reverse easier
and lessening the risk of accidents while parking. It can
offer a driver a way to see their blind spot, no matter how
dark it is or what the weather is like.

Normally, backup camera has 4 features to increase driving
safety, including night vision, view angle, IP rating and park
line making. There are wireless and wired backup cameras.
Wireless backup camera comes with a wireless camera, which is
easier to install. Wired systems are more stable and less
prone to interference .

Pumpkin is doing a backup camera clearance now, the discount
is up to 63% off. They have all the features to increase
driving safety.
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AS0272B 折扣10块钱
Discount Start Date: Jan 27, 2018
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